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ABSTRACT

This study examines eight Renaissance plays containing the bodily

figurations of madness. ghosts. death. and violence. My thesis is that these figurations

can be best understood using a psycho-semiotic theoretical approach employing

concepts devised by Jacques Lacan and by Jt:lia Kristeva-especially their concepts of

"Otherness" and "abjection."

I contend that the audiences of each of these plays. in responding to the

staged tensions between the social and the corporeal identities of the subject-that is.

between the social Other and the psychic other-would particularly recognize the

inadequacy of language to voice the central concerns of the play. My thesis questions

the representational power of the word for the mortified bodies staged in the "non

verbal" register of madness. ghosts. death. and violence. who refute the unfitting

misrepresentations of Symbolic signification and who refuse to be alienated in its

system. The compensatory bodily performance in the "non-verbal" register

interrogates what language does to. and what it fails to do for. the subjects who use it.

My readings explore the linguistic impediments to the selfs disclosure-they

deconstruct the symbolically constructed subject to show how much of the subject is

excluded from conventional characterizations.
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The first chapter outlines my critical approach. Subsequent chapters

consist of readings of the individual plays: The Maids Tragedie. PhiIafter. BuHy

D'Ambois. The Spanish Tragedie. The Tragedie of Philotas. The Tragedy of the

Dvtchesse of Malfy. 'Tis Pitty Shu's a Whore. and The Atheist's Tragedie. I believe

that the conditions of the Renaissance theatre-the great variety of weekly

performances. ad hoc rehearsals and spontaneous player modifications-would have

compelled the playwright to stress key phrases and key ideas that are readily translated

to the performance text of the play from the written one. It is a focus on these key

elements that directs the present study.
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CHAPTER!

i

Ultimately a play is an event,

an interaction of the dramatist's, the actors',

and the spectators' imaginations. (Farrell 34)

Assuming that the Renaissance in England had, as Keir Elam argues, an

"intense linguistic consciousness" (2), scholars should recognize this awareness could,

conceivably, register linguistic failure as well as success. Elam incisively notes the

influence of such a consciousness on the ''linguistic make-up" of the Elizabethan

drama. "not only in its rhetorical complexity but in its very concern with language in

its manifold aspects." Yet Elam also attends to the "physical and behavioural context"

(12) of theatrical language, and he recognizes that "The sphere of meaning is overtly

extended beyond language as such" (114) in Shakespeare's comedies. For his part,

John Russel Brown argues that "Shakespeare's verbal art is, in fact, a trap; it can

prevent us from inquiring further" (1). I believe that a similar care and caution with

respect to the verbal dimension must be exercised in the Renaissance plays by
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Beaumont and Fletcher, Chapman, Daniel. Ford. Kyd. Toumeur. and Webster that I

shall consider. An appreciation of "linguistic consciousness" involves attending to

what happens without words, not just with them. To this end, my focus is on the

"bodily figures" of Renaissance drama; in my view. these compensate for inadequacies

in its "verbal figures" (Elam 307).

This study considers the signifying capability of the body in cases where it

is maddened. physically violated, and killed. It addresses the question of why so

many Renaissance plays use what I shall call (for lack of a better term to denote its

difference from the verbal) a "non-verbal" register of madness, ghosts, death, and

violence. If. indeed, as citics are wont to suggest, words were credited at the time

with the power to alter the world-to "create. imitate. and ennoble ... falsify and

deceive" (Giamatti 451), to be fought over and died for (Earn 115). the very presence

of this register seems more telling than any word. In my reading of the plays, an alien

verbal text is recited only to be re-sited by "non-verbal" means which disclose the

alienated subject that it misrepresents. The representational power of the word is thus

at issue within selected Renaissance dramatic worlds where the characters are as

broken as the words they utter. My line of inquiry is born of addressing the question:

"What figures?" about Renaissance plays where thoughts are as likely to be embodied

as bodied forth in words, where words seldom hit the mark-being either inflated or

deflated-where knowledge is disclosed (often with fatal results) in all of its limitations

and where there are repeated attempts to access the other side of life (whether in the



hidden tenns of the private side or of the deathly one) that is either unrepresented or

misrepresented. The other side of life--the private as well as the maddened, the

deathly and the violent-is explored to expose the other side of signification-the

sentences which never get passed and which the subject never gets past lacking. I

read the mortification of the body in such plays as a repudiation of tl:e unfitting

misrepresentations of Symbolic signification. In my estimation, the noteworthy

component of revenge in Renaissance dramas stems from the subject's refusal of the

frustration. thwarting. and loss produced by its entrance into the Symbolic order-a

refusal. fundamentally. of alienation. The revenge component is not. as one might

expect. the outcome of a life reacting to a death but rather, it is more precisely a

revenge on life-death in reaction to an unliveable life and in response to its

unresponsive tenns. From within a psycho-semiotic perspective (and recognizing that

theory always follows after practice), the plays I consider stage "the hazardous act of

putting into play the disappearances of the symbolic ..." (Kristeva, Revolution: 226).

They disclose the extent of the violence of Symbolic representation on the body. My

reading of the Renaissance plays. like an analytic reading. is "the reading of a

difference that inhabits language" (Felman 21), as disclosed both by what language

does to and by what it fails to do for the subjects who use it.

Julia Kristeva and Jacques Lacan provide the psycho-semiotic theory on

which I ground my readings. I also consider the psychoanalytic significance of the

theatrical process on the contemporary spectator of the drama It. it unfolds in the
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"theatre" of hislher mind-the spectator's own experience of censored and indirect

discourse, in plays where political relevance and topicality were often at a premium

(as one of the most popular and notorious of Renaissance plays. A Game at Chess,

attests). I hold that the political level can be reached through an appeal to the

psychological experience of the subject-the experience of the spectator reflecting that

presented by the st:lged protagonists. What Elizabeth Wright says of the postmodem

effect in Brecht, I Jnd is equally apt for the Renaissance plays that I consider. The

effect is perceived. if not spoken, by the spectator in the heavily censored Renaissance

society: "The spectator's own subjectivity is brought into question along with the

representations on the stage; the desires of the body are to be reached so that it

awakens to an understanding of its own socialization and the discovery of its political

repression" (62). The gap experienced between the corporeal and the social makes the

subject aware of "the limiting structures which have governed subjectivities so far"

(80) as the alienated psychic identity disrupts the represented social identity.

Theatrically, the "non-verbal" semiotic register devalues the Symbolic one

in a bodily performance that we might define as postmodern: it deconstructs

ideological formations, it discloses the way in which subjective space is structured by

erroneous symbolization, and it shows the way in which the psychic other is alienated

by the social Other. Mitchell Greenberg concurs that theatre "holds up to view both

the individual desires of the spectators and the societal Law that informs these desires

and prohibits their fulfillment" (19). Harry Berger Jr., in "Psychoanalyzing the
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Shakespeare text." articulates the approach that I have found fruitful for my study of

other Renaissance dramas:

Shakespeare's text. then, is not the representation of drama per
se but rather the representation of its construction our of the
text's discourse of the Other and against that discourse-the
representation and. in the positive sense, the critique of the
self-concealing motivational conditions of embodiment. Insofar
as theatrical performance is the ritual reinforcement of the
drive to embodiment, its actualization in living bodies, it
intensifies the defensive flight of drama from text, imposing
itself on the contours of drama like a template that masks its
underlying textuality.... To represent performed drama as a
flight from text is to enrich it with the transcendent fringe of
meanings. the signifying nothing conspicuously concealed by
the sound and fury of the words. conspicuously frustrated by
the splendors of embodiment. The fury. splendor. and
frustration can be experienced together only in performance; we
have to feel the presence and pressure of the theatrical
template. submit to its fair designs. in order to measure both its
power and the shadowy counterforce of the power it represses
.... But the fury, splendor. frustration, and politics can only be
understood and evaluated by the excavation that
psychoanalyzes the text (228-229)

Renaissance theatre gives rise to the critical spectator who registers the unbridgeable

gap between what is lived, socially. and what is felt, psychically. as a sense of non-

being. This gap is desire-what we now recognize as the Imaginary mediation

between the Real and the Symbolic levels of being. The coercive Symbolic Other is

deconstructed under the pressure of the desiring Imaginary other. whose bodily

significations are metaphoric while the unfitting discourse of the Symbolic is only

metonymic. The circulation of desire through the body-centered "non-verbal" semiotic

register marks the body's attempt to cut through Symbolic constraints. This
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circulation accounts for the "horrifying" qualities that critics conventionally perceive in

the R.:naissance plays that I consider. On the Renaissance stage. the lack in

representation is disclosed in bodily figurations of madness. ghosts. death. and

violence. each of which speaks an alienated and inaccessible psychical content. It is

simplistic and dismissive to attribute the presence of madness and ghosts and death

and violence on the Renaissance stage either to generic convention or to the

spectator's appetite for extravagant, decadent and sensationalistic drdlllatic spectacle.

Madness. ghosts. death and violence form a "non-verbal" semiotic register that

discloses the primary instincts lost in symbolizations of the master discourse. The

"non-verbal" register enables the playwright, as John Russel Brown asserts of

Shakespeare in the tragedies. to "build theatrical intensity and revelation with the

barest verbal material" (4).

Along the lines stated above, I shall read: The Maids Tragedie. Phi/after

or, Laue lies a Bleeding, BuJJy D'An!bois: A Tragedie, The Spanish Tragedie, The

Tragedie of Philotas, The Tragedy of the Dvtchesse ofMalfy, 'Tis Pitty Shee's a

Whore, and The Atheist's Tragedie: Or The hondt Man's Reuenge. Each of the

readings builds on the prior one, moving from the deconstruction of stories or myths

as dead ends to the violence of constructed identity and the subject's refusal of its

misrepresentations as he or she strives to disclose the corporeal identity at odds with

it-that is, the psychic other in tension with tlle social Other. In searching the corpus

of Renaissance plays, I was mindful that the "non-verbal" semiotic register would be
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best illustrated by choosing plays containing most, if not all, of the elements of

madness, ghosts, death, and violence. These elements do tend to appear in isolation in

most Renaissance plays: whether a farce, such as Gammer Gurron's Needle, dealing

graphically with the abuse of language as abusive language that. in being broken,

breaks in "Io fearfull a fraye" (Prologue) the bodies at which and from which it is

aimed until the breach is mended into a complex and uneasy whole; or whether a

comedy, like Jack Drum's Enrerrainmenr, where "the pleaSures of the world" (I.i)

triumph only within the frame of "the ItrongeIt eternall left" (IV.i), creating a

"Laborinth of intricate miJdoubts" (V.i) involving feigned madness and death to bend

or break the will of characters too full of their social selves. I am interested in

studying the intensified effect of the combination of madness, ghosts, death, and

violence-which occurs mostly in tragedy-as best exemplifying my thesis. Even so, I

seek not to favour one genre over others because as I see it, genres deal with the

various interlinking facets of the same issue: the subject. Tragedy questions the

possibility of a different identity for the subject-an identity differing from the social

identity which comedy treats in its limitations and from which romance disengages as

it engages the desire of the subject. Each comes down to the body-what it bares and

what it is made to bear. I focus on the body with its corporeal and social identities as

the site of a struggle between the social Other and the psychic other, played out in a

"non-verbal" register that deconstructs the social impediments to the selfs disclosure.
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My readings will be part-driven (and consequently. brief plot summaries

are included in the Appendix) because, as Graham Bradshaw reminds us: "it is wonh

remembering how Elizabetlun actors were given parts and cues, not complete texts ..."

(37). A priorizing of the parts, in addition to being a fundamental way into the text.

reflects the contemporary performance style-the mode of popular consumption of

these works. Priorizing of the parts, leading to what must have been a relatively

consistent rendition of the play for censorship purposes. would overcome the widely

acknowledged constraints of the staging and performance when the company often

produced a different play each day. A.R. Braunmuller, for instance. paints an

illuminating picture of what the contemporary theatre was up against:

Given the theatre's insistent demand for new material and a
repenory system that often saw three or more different plays
performed in a single week, rehearsals and performances must
often have been chaotic: a mad hurry simply to memorize or
recall parts; actors drunk, absent, forgetful, on stage too soon
or off too late; improvised lines and gestures to restore the
play's general direction or to take advantage of some topical
application or of some spectator in the audience. Playwrights
often complained about how far a performance departed from
the texts they had set down.... (57)

If departure from the set text was the order of the day under the circumstances of

performance, the specifics of each play could, conceivably, be modified from

performance to performance. I focus in my readings on the direction proVided by key

phrases and key concepts on which each play seems to be hinged. My assumption is

that the players did the same. I submit that in anticipation of the theatrical conditions




































































































































































































































































































































































































































